
1 Walton Road, Wellesbourne, Warwick, Warwickshire, CV35 9JB



ACCOMMODATION
The development is enclosed by security gated entry leading into a car
parking courtyard with allocated residence parking. The attractive
façade has canopy covered front entrance and intercom entry system
allowing access to an opulent reception foyer and access to one side to
apartment 1. A superb focal point of the accommodation is a
kitchen/living room boasting oak strip flooring, large sash window,
cupboard housing boiler, a run of fitted floor and wall mounted units
with integrated oven, hob, dishwasher and fridge/freezer, wall mounted
CCTV, access to an inner hallway to main bedroom with views over the
communal grounds and parking. A superb floor to ceiling tiled bathroom
with white suite comprising stand alone bath, large sash window and
heated towel rail.

TENURE
The property is understood to be leasehold. However, this information
should be checked by your solicitor before exchange of contracts.

SERVICES
We have been advised that there is mains gas, electricity, water and
drainage connected to the property. However, this should be checked by
your solicitor before exchange of contracts.

RIGHTS OF WAY
The property is sold subject to and with the benefit of any rights of way,
easements, wayleaves, covenants or restrictions etc. as may exist over
same whether mentioned herein or not.

COUNCIL TAX BANDING
Council Tax is levied by the Local Authority and is understood to lie in
Band A.

CURRENT EPC RATING
Council Tax is levied by the Local Authority and is understood to lie in
Band A.

VIEWING ARRANGEMENTS
Strictly by prior appointment via the Agents.

• Modern period styled

apartment

• Ground floor

• Open plan living/dining kitchen

• Main bedroom

• Modern bathroom

• Secure accommodation

• Allocated courtyard parking

• Feature flooring

• Further benefitting NO CHAIN

1 1 1

NOW UNDER OFFER Located within the truly delightful setting within
secure gardens and grounds, situated within an imposing residence of
various sized apartments, is this ground floor one bedroom flat that
ideally suits a first time buyer or young professional. The property has
easy access to the village centre and all its amenities, popular transport
links and superb walks and cycle routes close by.

£165,000





DISCLAIMER: Peter Clarke & Co LLP themselves and for the vendors or lessors of this property whose agents they are, give notice that
the particulars are set out as a general outline only for the guidance of intending purchasers or lessors, and do not constitute part of an offer
or contract; all descriptions, dimensions, references to condition and necessary permission for use and occupation, and other details are
given without responsibility and any intending purchasers or tenants should not rely on them as statements or presentations of fact but must
satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to the correctness of each of them. Room sizes are given on a gross basis, excluding chimney
breasts, pillars, cupboards, etc. and should not be relied upon for carpets and furnishings. We have not carried out a detailed survey and/or
tested services, appliances and specific fittings. No person in the employment of Peter Clarke & Co LLP has any authority to make or give
any representation of warranty whatever in relation to this property and it is suggested that prospective purchasers walk the land and
boundaries of the property, prior to exchange of contracts, to satisfy themselves as to the exact area of land they are purchasing.
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